
Would you like to put your fins on as easily
as you clip on your skis?

 

Forget the days when you had to struggle to don your fins. Finclip
is the fruit of a group of experienced professional divers,

designers and engineers. With Finclip, donning your fins has
never been easier.

THE INNOVATION

“While over the years ski bindings have evolved 
and become more functional, diving fins have 

remained very much the same. On the basis of 
this observation, and thanks to my extensive 

knowledge in the field of diving, I invented 
Finclip. An accessory that makes doning and 

doffing fins fast and practicle… just like it is today 
to clip ski boots onto skis.”

Team di Finclip



What is FinClip?

Finclip is a device that has been specially designed to don the
most popular models of adjustable fins with exceptional ease,

without having to bend down or use your hands.
Finclip is fixed to the base of the fin with a serrated clamp hinged
to an ergonomic heelpiece. This features a grooved track and a

sliding cursor to tension the bungee cord that allows the
heelpiece to hold the fin firmly in place during diving.



How it works

Finclip couldn’t be easier to use.
Once the fin is on, just gently push

down with your heel. The cursor
slides upwards and the bungee cord
pushes the heelpiece against your

ankle. It only takes a few seconds to
be ready to enter the water.



FEATURES
Rapid attachment

Finclip couldn’t be easier to use.
Once the fin is on, just gently push

down with your heel. The cursor
slides upwards and the bungee cord
pushes the heelpiece against your

ankle. It only takes a few seconds to
be ready to enter the water.

To fix Finclip to your fins simply 
clamp it to the rear end of the fin and

secure it by tightening the screws. 
Once the elastic has been hooked

onto the posts on your fins Finclip is 
ready to be used.



FEATURES
Adjustability-heelpiece

One of the features of Finclip is that 
the distance between the heel
and the end of the fin can be adju-
sted. This adjustment, combined
with an elastic that can be varied in 
length, allows Finclip to be used
whatever the size and model of fin 
you are using.



FEATURES
Easy opening

When putting on your fins, all you 
have to do is pull the heelpiece

down until the elastic is below the 
fulcrum point. This way the

heelpiece will remain down when you 
slide your foot into the fin.

Finclip will then close when you 
gently push down with your heel.



FEATURES
Ergonomic heelpiece

Thanks to the particular design of the 
heelpiece, the force exerted by

the elastic is no longer concentrated 
in one point but distributed all

the way along the back of your heel, 
resulting in never before

experienced comfort and avoiding the 
annoying consequences of

constant rubbing during swimming.



FEATURES
Non-slip texture

The rubber sole applied to the base of 
the clamp avoids slipping on

the fiberglass surfaces of boats and 
can be replaced when it becomes

worn



Finclip is also an optimum solution when removing fins in the water.
Once opened, the heelpiece can be easily held and used to overcome

the suction effect between your feet and the inside of the fin

FEATURES
Practical to doff fins in the water



Finclip can be attached to the most 
common models of adjustable

fins, regardless of the size  

FEATURES
Compatibility

FEATURES
Colours Available



Development of Prototypes

FROM IDEA TO PRODUCTION


